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Tatjana Pavicic [DE]
Congress President
She is an internationally renowned rapporteur and trainer working in dermatology and advanced cosmetic surgery, member of various national and international dermatological and aesthetic societies. She is secretary general of the International Peeling Society, former president of the Dermocosmetic group of the Society of Dermopharmacy, member of the board of the International Society of Dermatologic Surgery, member of the board of IMCAS Academy and member of the Global Faculty of the Merz Institute of Advanced Aesthetics. It puts its specific focus on an individual holistic approach that combines botulinum toxin, fillers and energy-based devices such as lasers and micro-focused ultrasounds.

Frederic Braccini [FR]
He is an active facial plastic surgeon with ENT training and practice in Nice, France (ENT and FPS Institute). He is an international expert in Surgery and Aesthetic Medicine. He has published numerous scientific studies and books on facial plastic surgery, “Medical Rhinoplasty” in 2010, and Facial AGING in 2011. He is an expert in Facial Expression and President of Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery. She is Vice President SAMCEP, President IDRAP, FMC en ORL and Cervico-Facial Chirurgie and Honorary President of the Association Méditerranéenne de Médecine Esthétique.

Albina Kajaia [RU]
She is the head of the Department of Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery and Dermocosmetology of the Total Charm Clinic. Specialist in Aesthetic Medicine, Dermocosmetology, Radiography and Senology. He presented reports and presentations on Aesthetic Medicine on different topics at congresses and conferences in many countries.

Brian Kinney [USA]
He is a world-renowned plastic surgeon, a member of the board of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and past president of the US Plastic Surgery Educational Foundation. Together with other distinguished professors / co-editors of the medical schools of Cleveland Clinic, Harvard, Yale, the University of Michigan, Pittsburgh and Wisconsin, co-edited a new book of 2,000 pages, “Plastic Surgery, Indication and Practice” with over 120 chapters and 250 authors.

Bernard Mole [FR]
He is a specialist in Aerospace Medicine, Microsurgery, Plastic Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery. Current member of the editorial board of the French Annals of Plastic Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery. Current member of the scientific committee of the journal «Reality in plastic surgery». Founder and former secretary of the SOFCPE. Member and current Secretary of ISAPS. Member of the SOFCPRE. Founder and Past President of GRIRG. IMCAS Coordinator for Surgery since 1999 (IMCAS Award 2012 for “Treatment of fine facial lines through the use of Botoxin.” Toxin injection (selected as “best card of the year” by the American Society of Dermatologic Surgery in 2013).
François Petit [FR]
He is a specialist in Aesthetic Medicine, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. He studied in Paris and at Harvard University in Boston, in the United States. He has participated in numerous conferences and is the author of a large number of scientific publications in specialized journals, both French and American. For more than 12 years, he has specialized in Aesthetic Surgery of breasts, buttocks and body shape. He developed a new procedure for increasing the buttocks with implants, quickly, easily, safely and reliably.

Arna Shab [DE]
Over the past decade, he has acquired extensive experience in the treatment of wrinkles, non-surgical rhinoplasty and increases with various products. During her many years of training, she has worked with renowned national and international aesthetic companies and has been a speaker on these topics in meetings and congresses of Aesthetic Medicine all over the world. He is consulted by his international colleagues to share his knowledge and techniques through conferences and scientific articles and is dedicated to achieving the best possible results while maintaining a philosophy of security.

George Sulamanidze [GE]
He is a specialist in Plastic Surgery and Aesthetic Medicine. Member of SPRAS in Russia and GeoPRAS in Georgia. Since September 2001 he is an honorary member of the Japanese Liposuction Society. Since March 2003 he is an honorary member of a French cosmetic surgery company. Since 2003 member of ASDS. Since 2011 member of the Aesthetic Medicine Society of Russia. Since 2011 member of the IPRAS. In 2008 he received the Gold Scalpel as Best Plastic Surgeon in Russia. He has published more than 65 scientific articles, 28 of them in important international editions and has been a speaker at numerous national and international conferences.

Dimitrios Sykianakis [GR]
His medical experience is focused on Antiaging and Aesthetic Medicine, with the implementation of specialized technologies and the support of medical products, from facial treatments with the use of botulinum and filler, to physical treatments with the use of specialized medical tests and antiaging medical advice on lifestyle and nutrition through the use of food supplements, in order to obtain optimal results for his patients. With more than 10 years of experience as a medical instructor on botuline and filler injections, he has over 10,000 facial injections over the course of his career.

Patrick Trevidic [FR]
He is a plastic surgeon based in Paris. He is President of the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the Sainte Anne Hospital. He has published more than 70 scientific articles in various periodicals and international journals and is often called to present his work at international conferences. In 2014, 2 of his presentations won prestigious awards at the Cutting Edge Congress in New York. He is also one of the founders of the largest European aesthetic congress F@CE. In 2010, through his role with Expert 2 Expert, he published, with his colleagues, “Anatomy and botulinum toxin injections”, a reference book based on expert observations.

Joan Vandeputte [BE]
FCCP, EBOPRAS member, is a full member of the Royal Belgian Society for Plastic Surgery since 1995. His main interests are facial cosmetic surgery and volume replacement, facial skin cancer surgery, functional surgery and aesthetics of the eyelids and the remodeling of the body. His private practice is entirely dedicated to minimally invasive aesthetic procedures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30</td>
<td>VIDEO COURSE EARLY MORNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>EXPERIENCES OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>THE GAZE AND TREATMENT OF THE PERIOCULAR AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>NON-SURGICAL RHINOPLASTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>HOW I DO IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF THE MANDIBULAR PROFILE AND THE AREA UNDER THE CHIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF LIPS AND PERILABIAL AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:50</td>
<td>CORRECTION AND REMODELING OF LOST VOLUMES AND COMBINED TECHNIQUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>NON-SURGICAL CORRECTION OF SCARS AND SKIN PATHOLOGIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35</td>
<td>STIMULATION AND SKIN REGENERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>PEELING AND COMBINED PROTOCOLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:10</td>
<td>NUTRITION AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:10</td>
<td>BOTULINUM TOXIN (BTX-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:20</td>
<td>NEOCOLLAGENOGENSE: A COMPULSORY CLARIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF ADIPOSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:30</td>
<td>VIDEO COURSE EARLY MORNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>BIO-REVITALIZATION AND COMBINED TECHNIQUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>HOW I DO IT - TREATMENT OF FACIAL BLEMISHES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>LIVE SYMPOSIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>BOTULINUM TOXIN: THE LOWER THIRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:20</td>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE ITALIAN COLLEGE OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AESTHETIC MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:50</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF THE TEMPORAL REGION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:50</td>
<td>PEELING AND TREATMENT OF DYSCHROMIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:20</td>
<td>NEW PROPOSALS IN AESTHETIC MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:10</td>
<td>EXPERIENCES OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30</td>
<td>VOLUMES AND FILLINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>FILLER SIDE EFFECTS. THE SIMULATED TRIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>FACIAL SURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>EXPERT SESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>AESTHETIC MEDICINE VS. AESTHETIC SURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>GLUTEOPLASTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>EXPERIENCES OF AESTHETIC PLASTIC SURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT DO IN AESTHETIC SURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>CORRECTION OF IMPERFECTIONS AND REMODELING OF THE BODY PROFILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF DIFFICULT AREAS: ARMS AND HANDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>6TH FOLLADOR AWARD CEREMONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>SIES DAY 2018 PREVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LUNCH
12:30
14:30
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23

13:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES
14:30 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES
16:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES
17:00 NUTRITION AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE 2 [OPEN SESSION]

15:00 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
Val and services of medicine and Aesthetic Surgery: operational vademecum and review of the latest sentences of the Provincial Tax Commissions

16:30 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
Digitally acquired signature on informed consent and clinical documentation: practical experience in the study of the aesthetic doctor

12:00-17:00 CREATIVE LABORATORY OF COSMETOLOGY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24

10:30 TECHNIQUES FOR THE REJUVENATION OF THE PERIORBITAL AREA
13:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES
14:00 REJUVENATION OF THE GAZE [OPEN SESSION]
15:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES

10:00 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
The new European regulation on medical devices (MDR) and the importance of CE certification: how to select, recognize and verify the tradability of electromedical products

11:00 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
Privacy in the aesthetic medical practice: the requirements necessary in the light of the European Regulation in force since May 2018

12:00 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
Hyaluronidase: clinical, regulatory and prescriptive aspects

13:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES

14:00 LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN MEDICINE AND AESTHETIC SURGERY
The Insurance Policy of the aesthetic doctor: what changes and what the characteristics of the “new” policies introduced by the Gelli Law

15:00 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES

10:00-17:00 CREATIVE LABORATORY OF COSMETOLOGY

12:30 LUNCH
14:30 LUNCH

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25

10:00-17:00 CREATIVE LABORATORY OF COSMETOLOGY

Sies Expert Corner - reserved only for SIES members up to date with the payment of the fee for the 2018.

LUNCH 12:30
14:30
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23

08:30-09:00 - Video course early morning
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO FACIAL REJUVENATION: NON-SURGICAL FACELIFT WITH THE LATEST GENERATION OF CROSS-LINKED FILLERS • Author: Mauricio De Maio

09:00 - EUROPA ROOM • OPENING OF THE SIES CONGRESS OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE AND GREETINGS TO THE PARTICIPANTS • Maurizio Priori, Paola Rosalba Russo, Salvatore Fundarò, Paola Molinari

09:00-10:00 - Session 1/E • Experiences of Aesthetic Medicine
Chairs: Clelia Barini, Massimo Della Monica
RATIONAL AND CLINICAL INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF CDP AND FRACTIONED THERAPY ERBIUM GLASS 1550
COST-EFFECTIVENESS IN AESTHETICS: WHEN THE CHOICE OF PRODUCT AND TECHNIQUES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
NEW PERSPECTIVES IN THE WORLD OF LASER WITH THE USE OF COMBINED WAVE LENGTHS (445NM-660NM-970NM)
SYNERGY BETWEEN FILLERS AND SUPPORT THREADS, IN THE TREATMENT OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER THIRD
Discussion and Comments

09:20-10:35 - Session 1/I • Non-surgical correction of scars and cutaneous pathologies
Chairs: Crescenzo Di Donato, Giovanni Montà
THE ROLE OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE IN THE TREATMENT OF SCARS BETWEEN EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY
COMPARATIVE TREATMENT OF STRIAE DISTENSAE ALBAE (STRIAE GRAVIDARUM): LASER THERAPY ASSOCIATED WITH POLYNUCLEOTID INFILTRATIONS VS ONLY POLYNUCLEOTIDES
PLASMAGE® AN ORIGINAL CONCEPT OF PLASMA ENERGY DELIVERY
USE OF HYALURONIC ACID WITH CO-OPERATIVE HYBRID COMPLEXES THERMALLY STABILIZED TO IMPROVE DERMAL IMPLANTATION/AMNIOTIC TISSUE
A SCAR THAT YOU CAN NOT SEE IS A SCAR THAT YOU FORGET!
PLASMA EXERESIS TO TREAT EPIDERMOID CYSTS
NON SURGICAL MICROINVASIVE EXCISION WITH CUTANEOUS MICROSUBLIMATION
MICROSCOPE ANALYSIS ON DIFFERENT LASER DERMAL TREATMENT
Discussion and Comments

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROGRAM
10:10-11:20 - Session 2/E • The gaze and treatment of the periocular area
Chairs: Patrick Trevidic, Paola Molinari
ANATOMICAL INTRODUCTION
INCOTOBULINUM IN THE TREATMENT OF THE UPPER THIRD OF THE FACE: HOW MANY UNITS CAN BE MANAGED?
“THE WOW EFFECT” WITH HYALURONIC ACID IN THE UPPER EYELID
TEAR TROUGH CORRECTION BY MEANS OF HYALURONIC ACID AND AN ELECTRONIC INJECTION DEVICE. SPEAKING OF MORE THAN 200 CASES
TREATMENT OF THE PERIOCULAR AREA, FROM THE FINE ROUGHNESS TO THE DARK CIRCLES. CHOICE OF THE MATERIAL AND PROTOCOL
GAZE REJUVENATION: MID-FACE TREATMENT WITH DYNAMIC FILLERS & DERMORISTRUCTURING MIX
THE NEW PLASMA ENERGY: MAXIMUM COLLAGEN STIMULATION WITH MINIMUM RISK FOR HYPERPIGMENTATION IN DARK SKIN TYPES
Discussion and Comments

10:35-11:40 - Session 2/I • Stimulation and skin regeneration
Chairs: Domenico D’Angelo, Franco Paolini
ENDOLIFT LASER 1470NM LOW FLUENCE AND CROW’S FEET
RADIOFREQUENCY AND AESTHETIC MEDICINE: COMBINED TECHNIQUES
HDD TECHNIQUE: FINALLY AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT: A NEW APPROACH IN CUTANEOUS REJUVENATION
COMBINED PROTOCOLS WITH LASERS AND SKINBOOSTERS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
ACE REJUVENATION WITH RADIOFREQUENCY MONOPOLAR, BIPOLAR AND FRACTIONED
DAMAGE OR RIGENERATION? FIBROS OR REORGANIZATION OF FIBERS? WHAT WE HAVE ABOUT HIFU TECHNOLOGY
NASHA GEL AS A BOOSTER OF SKIN QUALITY: THE CONSENSUS OF AN ITALIAN EXPERT PANEL
Discussion and Comments

11:40-12:45 - Session 3/I • Peeling and combine protocols
Chairs: Giorgio Maullu, Maria Elena Guareschi
RETIWILL PEEL WITH BOOSTING COMPLEX: FEATURES AND COMBINED PROTOCOLS
LAST FRONTIER IN THE TREATMENT OF HYPERPIGMENTATION
CLINICAL INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF 3 STEP PEEL AND CDP
COMBINED TREATMENT FOR SKIN REJUVENATION WITH 3 STEP PEEL AND MEDICAL SKIN CARE BY ZEIIN OBAGI
IMPORTANCE AND RATIONAL OF DOMICILE THERAPY IN THE PROTOCOLS OF THE MEDIUM AND DEEP PEELINGS IN THE METHODOLOGY OF THE ZEIIN OBAGI PHILOSOPHY
USE OF MICRONEEDLING IN MULTIPLE SESSIONS ASSOCIATED WITH PEELING FOR A MINI INVASIVE FACIAL REJUVENATION. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
HAND REJUVENATION: COMBINED APPROACH
Discussion and Comments

11:40-13:00 - Session 3/E • Non-surgical rhinoplasty
Chairs: Maurizio Priori, Filippo Brighetti, Paola Rosalba Russo
RINOFILLER: TECHNIQUE AND PERSONAL APPROACH
AGAROSE GEL – INNOVATION IN THE WORLD OF DERMAL FILLER NON-SURGICAL RHINOPLASTY
REMODELLING NOSE WITH VYCROSS™ FILLER TECHNOLOGY: PERSONAL TECHNIQUE STEP-BY-STEP
RHINOPLASTY IN THREE STEPS WITH NASA STABILIZED HYALURONIC ACID
MESORHINOFILLER SIMPLIFIED AND EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR NO-SURGICAL NOSE RE-SHAPE
RHINOPLASTY: IN OPERATING ROOM OR IN MEDICAL OFFICE?
NON SURGICAL RHINOPLASTY: SUCCESSES AND FAILURES BOUNDARIES
Discussion and Comments

12:00-17:00 - Creative Laboratory of Cosmetology • MAGENTA room • Coordinator: Mauro Castiglioni
13:00-15:00 - Recorded Session 1/C • 3D footage on working techniques
FOOTAGE WITH LIVE SHOT OF HOW I DO THE WORKING TECHNIQUE FOR THE FULL FACE TREATMENT
Filippo Brighetti, Bong Kieren

14:00-15:00 - Session 4/E • LIVE SESSION - HOW I DO IT
Chairs: Paola Rosalba Russo, Pierfrancesco Cirillo
THE EVOLUTION OF SUPERSELECTIVE ABLATIVE RADIOFREQUENCY FOR EYELID AND PERIORBITAL TREATMENT
DOUBLE FRACTIONAL, THE COMBINED TREATMENT WITH LASER TECHNOLOGIES ERYBIUM 1565NM AND 10600NM CO2 LASER
FOR THE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OF ACNE SCARS AND DEEP WRINKLES
Filippo Brighetti, Bong Kieren

14:10-15:20 - Session 4/I • Nutrition and regenerative medicine 1
Chairs: Alessio Pirino, Patrizia Sacchi
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY FEEDING AS PREVENTION OF SKIN AGING, CHRONO AND PHOTAGING
ANTI AGING AND PREVENTIVE ROLE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN DIET
LLIPOFILLING. THREE-DIMENSIONAL VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS OF INJECTED AUTOLOGOUS FAT: INNOVATION TO EVALUATE THE REAL MAINTENANCE OVER TIME
FROM FAT TRANSPLANTING TO ADIPOFILLING
CLINICAL EFFICACY STUDY OF AUTOLOGOUS PLATELET GROWTH FACTORS TOPICAL THERAPY
ACNE AND EEP, THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES IN COMPARISON: O2-O3 VS TRADITIONAL TREATMENT
NEW CONQUESTS IN REGENERATION OF SKIN AND ANNEXES AND IN ANTIAGING
Patrizia Sacchi, C. Muneratti
Maria Grazia Forte, E. Sbisà, A. G. Sbisà
Andrea Lazzarotto, L. Franz, M. Robiony
Maurizio Berlinda
Antonino Araco
Paola Molinari, Giovanni Montà

14:30-15:30 - Recorded Session 2/C • 3D footage on working techniques
FROM ANATOMY TO PRACTICE: A PARALLEL BETWEEN WORKING TECHNIQUES AND ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION
Paola Rosalba Russo, Salvatore Fundarò

15:00-16:10 Session 5/E • treatment of the mandibular profile and the area under the chin
Chairs: Maurizio Cavallini, Dimitrios Sykianakis
CORRECTION OF THE PROFILE AND VOLUMES OF THE MUST WITH FILLER AND DESOSICULATED SODIUM (1)
CORRECTION OF THE PROFILE AND VOLUMES OF THE MUST WITH FILLER AND DESOSICULATED SODIUM (2)
REMODELING OF THE MANDIBULAR PROFILE WITH CANNULA
FACIAL LOWER THIRD: COUNTERACTING AGING AND FACIAL PTOSIS WITH ABSORBABLE THREADS
LIVE TREATMENT - MULTIMED CLINIC - REMODELING OF THE MANDIBULAR PROFILE AND OF THE CHIN, IN THE REJUVENATION OF THE FACE, BY ENDODERMAL RADIOFREQUENCY
FOCALIZED ULTRASOUNDS ASSOCIATED WITH TCA/H2O2 FOR THE TREATMENT OF TISSUE LAXATIONS AND ADIPOSITY OF THE FACE AND NECK: PERSONAL PROTOCOL
Erminio Mastroluca
Maurizio Cavallini
Dimitrios Sykianakis
Luciano Lanfranchi
Maullu Giorgio
Francesco Paolo Alberico, R. Castellana

15:20-16:20 - Session 5/I • Botulinum toxin (BTX-A)
Chairs: Paola Molinari, Gabriele Muti
1998-2018, TWENTY YEARS OF PERSONAL EXPERIENCE USING BOTULINUM TOXIN; RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS ABOUT SIDE EFFECTS AND HOW TO USE IT: HAS ANYTHING CHANGED?
CONSIDERATIONS AFTER 15 YEARS OF USE OF BOTULINUM TOXIN
Lucio Tunesi
Massimo Renzi
**FRIDAY**

**11:00-17:00 - Recorded Session 3/C • 3D footage on working techniques**

**FOOTAGE WITH LIVE SHOT OF HOW I DO THE WORKING TECHNIQUE FOR THE FULL FACE TREATMENT**

*Filippo Brighetti, Bong Kieren*

**16:20-17:00 - Session 6/I • Neocollagenogenesis: a compulsory clarification**

**Chairs: Maurizio Ceccarelli, Vittorio Gennaro**

- NEOCOLLAGENESIS: A COMPELLING CLARIFICATION
- NEOCOLLAGENESIS AND COSMETOLOGY
- NEOCOLLAGENESIS AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
- NEOCOLLAGENESIS AND TECHNOLOGY/DEVICES

**Discussion and Comments**

**16:30-17:50 - Session 6/E • Treatment of lips and perilabial area**

**Chairs: Giuseppe Sito, Michela Zazzaron**

- CADAVER BASED ANATOMY AND US BASED ANATOMY: PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS ON LIP REGION
- LIPS HARMONY: THE SEARCH FOR OBJECTIVE PROPORTIONS WITH THE USE OF BIODYNAMIC FILLERS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES
- YOUNGER AND OLDER LIPS: FEATURES, VOLUME AUGMENTATION AND TREATMENT MODALITIES
- LIPS & PERIORAL AREA - BEAUTIFICATION VS. REJUVENATION APPROACH
- FOCUS ON THE LIPS: REDEFINITION AND VOLUMIZATION WITH MONOPHASIC MONOPHYSICAL HYALURONIC ACID WITH DYNAMIC CROSS LINKING. “CASE BY CASE” TECHNIQUE FOR NATURAL RESULT
- BAR CODE: COMBINATION TREATMENT WITH DYNAMIC HA DERMAL FILLERS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE TO OBTAIN THE BEST, NATURAL LOOKING RESULTS
- SIGNS OF AGING FOR THE LEVEL AND THEIR CORRECTION WITH THE COPOLYMER THREADS OF PLLA AND CAPROLACTONE

**Discussion and Comments**

**16:30-17:30 • Legal and fiscal aspects in Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery: The Experts speak**

**Chairs: Fabio Marini, Saverio Cinti, Patrizia Sacchi, Dora Intagliata**

- THE DIGITALLY ACQUIRED SIGNATURE ON INFORMED CONSENT AND CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION: PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE AESTHETIC MEDICAL PRACTICE
- WHAT IS THE GRAPHOMETRIC SIGNATURE AND WHAT IS THE DEMATERIALIZATION OF THE CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION
- PILOT PROJECT IN THE STUDY OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE: FIRST OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
- THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE DIGITALLY ACQUIRED SIGNATURE AND THE AUTOGRAPH SIGNATURE: CAN THE PATIENT DISOWN IT MORE EASILY?

**Discussion and Comments**

**17:00-18:30 - Session 7/I • Treatment of adiposity**

**Chairs: Fabio Marini, Saverio Cinti, Patrizia Sacchi, Dora Intagliata**

- MASTER’S READING - THE ADIPOSE ORGAN
- CRYOLIPOSCULPTING, LOW-FREQUENCY ULTRASOUND AND RADIOFREQUENCY: IN SYNERGY TECHNOLOGIES FOR BODY CONTOURING
- BODY COMPOSITION MONITORING AS A FOLLOW-UP TOOL IN PATIENTS WITH LOCALIZED FAT TREATED THROUGH CRYOTHERAPY
- THE TISSUE STABILIZED GUIDED SUBCITION: A NEW APPROACH FOR THE LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT IN THE APPEARANCE OF CELLULITE DIMPLES
- COMBINED TREATMENTS. NON-SURGICAL FACE LIFTING AND NON-SURGICAL BODY REMODELING. CLINICAL CASE ASSESSMENT
- MEDITERRANEAN DIET IN PREOPERATIVE TREATMENT OF OBESE PATIENTS. CASE REPORT
- DEOXYCOLIC ACID FOR SUBMENTAL FAT TREATMENT: PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
- “FIRE AND ICE” PROS AND CONS IN HI-TECH BODY SHAPING TREATMENTS
- LOCALIZED ADIPOSITY: A DIFFERENT WAY BASED ON SHOCK THERMAL EFFECT

**Discussion and Comments**
**FRIDAY**

**17:00-18:10 - Session 4/C • Nutrition and Regenerative Medicine 2**

**Chairs:** Rossana Castellana, Simone Ugo Urso

- Anti-inflammatory nutrition at the base of antiaging treatments
- Full face treatment with new bioregenerative techniques
- Histological and morphofunctional study on the effects of an endodermic radiofrequency on human skin
- Treatment of skin ageing with fractional non ablative laser 1470 nm and medical device TCA-H2O2. Analysis of the procedure comparing protocols. Single stage microfat vs integrated protocol of lipofilling and monthly executed biorevitalization to restore age-related volume loss.
- Human adipose stem cell viability in vitro is improved by hyaluronal hybrid cooperative complexes

**Discussion and Comments**

**17:50-19:10 - Session 7/E • Correction and Remodeling of Lost Volumes and Combined Techniques**

**Chairs:** Joan Vandeputte, Ingallina Fabio, Maurizio Otti

- Cheeks: Anatomy and advanced injection techniques
- Face volumes restoration with hyaluronic acid
- Agarose: a natural, biodegradable, volumising filler that does not cause long term oedema
- Volumetric restructuring of the face with hyaluronic acid CPM with high cross linking and contouring effect with Calcium hydroxylapatite.
- FINISSAGE with Incobotulinum toxin 100 units for the lifting of cheeks and neck
- Face remodelling and natural restoration of the volumes with IPN-like technology and antioxidant
- Full face treatment. Role of wires in combination with filler and toxine botulin. Proposal of standardized technique after five years of experience
- HIV-related lipodystrophy and volumetric hyaluronic acids, correction of a highly socially aesthetic stigma

**Discussion and Comments**

**SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24**

**08:30-09:00 - Video Course Early Morning**

**Lips - A New Technique at the Service of Art**

**Author and Tutor:** Giuseppe Sito

**09:00 BIANCA ROOM • OPENING OF THE SIES CONGRESS OF AESTHETIC SURGERY AND GREETINGS TO THE PARTICIPANTS**

**Chairs:** Pietro Berrino, Daniele Fasano, Fabio Ingallina, Ivano Iozzo, Maurizio Priori

**09:00-10:00 - Session 1/B • Face Surgery**

**Chair:** Ivano Iozzo

- Hair transplantation technique: FUT and FUE two sides of the same medal
- Miniinvasive treatment with a new medical device for prominent ears correction: personal experience
- Combined approach with autologous fat grafting and thread lifting for the reshaping of the face
- Upper eyelid surgery – what I changed in 30 years
- Adipofilling: a simple technique to permanently risk the aesthetics of the nose

**Discussion and Comments**
09:00-10:30 - Session 8/E • Bio-revitalization and combined techniques
Chairs: Isabella Pia Palmieri, Teresa Lacava
IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN QUALITY WITH VYCROSS™ CROSS LINKING HYALURONIC ACID
INDICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES OF INTENSIVE DERMAL REDENSIFICATION IN TREATMENT OF SKIN AGING
THE REDERMALIZATION: NEW MODULAR CONCEPT IN FACE REJUVENATION. SYNERGY WITH SOFT PEELING AND CHERELATION
FOLDS, WRINKLES, LAXITY, PIGMENTATION: ACTION SYNERGY OF TARGETED INJECTIVE PEPTIDES
NEW “UNDERSTANDING” PROTOCOL FOR PERFECT ANTI AGING TREATMENT. CASES HYSTORIES
REDENSIFICATION AND DYNAMIC FILLER FOR THE FULL FACE OF THE FACE
BIOSTIMULATION TECHNIQUES IN COMBINATION WITH JALURONIC ACID FILLERS
POLYNUCLEOTIDES AND HYALURONIC ACID: BIOREVITALIZATION OF LABIA MAJORA
Discussion and Comments

09:20-10:40 - Session 8/I • New Proposals in Aesthetic Medicine
Chairs: Andrea Corbo, Eugenio Maria Amato, Concita Muneratti
HARMONY OF THE FACE AND BODY ACHIEVABLE WITH A SINGLE MULTI-GENERATION 3DEEP RADIOFREQUENCY PLATFORM. RF NOT ABLATIVE, FRACTIONATED, NEEDLES
MINIMAL INVASIVE APPROACH IN FACE SKIN REJUVENATION WITH NON-ABLATIVE FRACTIONAL LASER DIODE
PHOTOAGING: FROM DIAGNOSIS TO TREATMENT
NORMALIZATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN PARAMETERS WITH Z.OBAGI COSMECEUTICAL IN LIFTING MEDICO 3D TO STEP.
MULTICENTER STUDY ON 44 PATIENTS FOLLOWED FOR OVER 18 MONTHS
TELANGECTASIA AND LASER: PAST AND PRESENT
PHOTOAGING TREATMENT BY USING LASER AND IPL TECHNOLOGIES
MESONEEDLING WITH GOLD MICROINJECTOR FOR FACE AND NECK TREATMENT
THE SKIN QUALITY CONCEPT IN THE CUTANEOUS REJUVENATION FIELD
Discussion and Comments

10:00-10:45 - Session 2/B • Expert Session
Chairs: Daniele Fasano, Ivano Iozzo
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES FOR SURGICAL REJUVENATION
MALAR MOUNDS: WHY AND HOW CAN WE TREAT THE DIFFERENT CLINICAL CASES?
Discussion and Comments

10:00-17:00 - Creative Laboratory of Cosmetology • MAGENTA ROOM • Coordinator: Mauro Castiglioni

10:00-11:00 • Legal and fiscal aspects in Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery: The Experts speak • COBALTO ROOM [OPEN]
Chairs: Salvatore Fundarò, Lucio Tunesi
THE NEW EUROPEAN REGULATION ON MEDICAL DEVICES (MDR) AND THE IMPORTANCE OF CE CERTIFICATION: HOW TO SELECT, RECOGNIZE AND VERIFY THE TRADABILITY OF ELECTROMEDICAL PRODUCTS
THE NEW EUROPEAN REGULATION: THE ENTRY INTO FORCE AND ITS INNOVATION CAPABILITY
HOW TO SELECT, RECOGNIZE AND VERIFY THE REGULARITY OF THE CE CERTIFICATION OF THE ELECTROMEDICAL PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET
Discussion and Comments

10:30-12:00 - Session 5/C • Techniques for the rejuvenation of the periorbital area
Chairs: Salvatore Fundarò, Lucio Tunesi
FILLER NELLA CORREZIONE DEL TEAR TROUGH
THE PERIOCULAR AREA: SINERGIC MULTIFACTORY TREATMENT
PDO THREADS IN THE PERIOCULAR DISTRICT: BETWEEN DOUBTS AND REALITY
Discussion and Comments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session/Event</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:50-12:00</td>
<td><strong>SESSION 9/E • LIVE SESSION - HOW I DO IT - TREATMENT OF FACIAL BLEMISHES</strong></td>
<td>EUROPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chairs: Patrick Trevidic, Paola Molinari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRESENTATION - A FULL-FACE APPROACH WITH AGAROSE-BASED FILLERS FOR LONG-LASTING NATURAL RESULTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOW TO GET THE RIGHT HARMONY IN THE PROPORTIONS OF THE FACE: CONTOURS AND FEATURES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HANDS ON WITH ABOTULINUM TOXIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIPS HARMONY: THE SEARCH FOR OBJECTIVE PROPORTIONS WITH THE USE OF BIODYNAMIC FILLERS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion and Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:00</td>
<td><strong>SESSION 3/B • AESTHETIC MEDICINE VS. AESTHETIC SURGERY</strong></td>
<td>BIANCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session debate in which the participants will discuss the boundaries between Aesthetic Medicine and Aesthetic Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chairs: Daniele Fasano, Fabio Ingallina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EYELID REJUVENATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VOLUMETRIC RECOVERY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FACIAL REJUVENATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JAWLINE AND NECK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion and Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:00</td>
<td><strong>LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN AESTHETIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY: THE EXPERTS SPEAK</strong></td>
<td>COBALTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRIVACY IN THE AESTHETIC MEDICAL PRACTICE: THE REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY IN THE LIGHT OF THE EUROPEAN REGULATION IN FORCE SINCE MAY 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE NEW REGULATION 2016/679: WHAT CHANGES</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AESTHETIC MEDICAL PRACTICE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion and Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-13:00</td>
<td><strong>LIVE SYMPOSIUM</strong></td>
<td>EUROPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlocking the code to facial rejuvenation: a systematic approach to the treatment of the whole face with Vycross™ technology fillers and botulinum toxin type A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speakers: Dario Bertossi e Maurizio Cavallini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-13:00</td>
<td><strong>LEGAL AND FISCAL ASPECTS IN AESTHETIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY: THE EXPERTS SPEAK</strong></td>
<td>COBALTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HYALURONIDASE: CLINICAL, REGULATORY AND PRESCRIPTIVE ASPECTS</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HYALURONIDASE: FORMULATIONS AND CLINICAL USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE REGULATORY ASPECTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGULATORY ASPECTS AND PRESCRIPTIVE METHODS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion and Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00-14:00</td>
<td><strong>RECORDED SESSION 6/C • 3D FOOTAGE ON WORKING TECHNIQUES</strong></td>
<td>CIANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOOTAGE WITH LIVE SHOT OF HOW I DO THE WORKING TECHNIQUE FOR THE FULL FACE TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00 - 15:20</td>
<td><strong>SESSION 10/E • BOTULINUM TOXIN: THE LOWER THIRD</strong></td>
<td>EUROPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chairs: Massimo Signorini, Salvatore Fundarò</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FACE TO FACE: IN THIS COMPARISON, TWO PROFESSIONS WILL SUPPORT THEIR THESIS WITH RESPECT TO A TOPIC “ARE THE DILUTIONS OF BOTULINUM TOXIN IMPORTANT?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMBINED TOXIN AND FILLER FOR THE LOWER FACE: THE FUTURE FIELD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“BOTULIFT” TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BONTA - A POWERFUL TOOL TO PREVENT SAGGING AND AGING OF THE LOWER FACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOTULINUM TOXIN IN LOWER FACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE FULL FACE BOTULIN: ADVANCED FACE REJUVENATION TECHNIQUES AND TARGET CORRECTIONS OF MORPH-FUNCTIONAL ALTERATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion and Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14:00-15:00 - Session 4/B • Gluteoplasty

Session debate in which the participants will discuss the boundaries between Aesthetic Medicine and Aesthetic Surgery

Chairs: Françoise Petit, Fabio Ingallina

Buttocks augmentation with gluteal implants by S.M.S. technique

Gluteoplasty by fat

Combined gluteoplasty

Discussion and Comments

14:00-15:00 - Session 7/C • Rejuvenation of the gaze

Chairs: Antonietta Cimino, Antonella Quaranta

Rejuvenation of the periorcular region with Vycross™ filler

The under-eye circles: The medical treatment of the tear trough

Esthetic assessment of the periorbital area and treatment with Nasha and obt gel

Tear trough: Clinic evaluation and injection treatment

Discussion and Comments

14:00-15:00 - Session 9/I • Experiences of Aesthetic Medicine

Chairs: Francesco Paolo Alberico, Elena Ricci Barbini, Antonella Mosca

Multicenter therapy approach in trichology

Hair problems: From a medical treatment with a specific solution to home maintenance with targeted ingredients

The profilometry of the face seen from the side of the pdo thread: What to do, how to do, what to use

Cryolipuluture with active vacuum technology and simultaneous microcirculation stimulation in body re-harmonization

Comparative study of 40 patients divided into 2 cohorts

Endodermic radiofrequency and tightening or liporiduction. Discover it

Macro focused scanning ultrasounds (MFSU) system for the treatment of body adiposity: First experiences

Mini-invasive treatment of the prominent ears: Personal experience

The Er:yag laser on the aesthetics of the face

Discussion and Comments

15:00-16:30 - Session 5/B • Experiences of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery

Chairs: Paolo Morselli, Ivano Iozzo

Use of Natrelle 410 prosthesis and definition of the new IMF: Surgery technique, indications and results

Breast augmentation: Short-term complications analysis after introducing 14 points of Adams

An FDA procedure to eliminate the imperfections of cellulitis

Lipolaser system with K-blue-laser: new mini invasive combined laser technology with coaxial suction

“No fly zones” in the treatment of fatty tissue excess: the role of the LESC technique

Reparation of acquired symmastia after mastopexy with implants: a case report

Six years of experience: Bipolar radiofrequency on the face and on the body

High “superior tension” abdominoplasty technique

Discussion and Comments
3D 15:00-16:00 - Recorded Session 8/C • 3D footage on working techniques
FROM ANATOMY TO PRACTICE: A PARALLEL BETWEEN WORKING TECHNIQUES AND ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION
Paola Rosalba Russo, Salvatore Fundaro

15:30-17:00 - Session 10/I • Volumes and Fillings
FROM ANATOMY TO PRACTICE: A PARALLEL BETWEEN WORKING TECHNIQUES AND ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION
Paola Rosalba Russo, Salvatore Fundaro

15:20-15:30 - Session 11/E • Communications from the Italian College of Scientific Societies of Aesthetic Medicine • EUROPA room
Chairs: Gloria Trocchi (SIME), Alberto Massironi (AGORA), Maurizio Priori (SIES), Federica Lerro (SIES), Claudio Plebani (AGORA)

15:30-16:50 - Session 12/E • International experiences - Face rejuvenation • EUROPA room
In this session we will attend the presentations of the leading international experts who will bring their experiences. It represents a moment of great comparison and updating for all the colleagues.
Chairs: Bernard Mole, Frederic Braccini, Maurizio Priori, Paola Rosalba Russo

15:30-16:30 • Legal and fiscal aspects in Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery: The Experts speak • COBALTO room
SIES Expert Corner - reserved only for SIES members up to date with the payment of the fee for the 2018. To participate in the meetings it will be mandatory to register beforehand at the SIES desk. The expert consultants on legal, fiscal, insurance, regulatory and privacy matters will be available to SIES members for small orientation counseling sessions.
FACULTY: Mauro Frascari (Chartered Accountant) • Piero Salvatore Fundaro (Aesthetic Doctor, SIES Vicepresident) • Chiara Gentile (Quality Assurance Manager Industria Farmaceutica Galenica Senese) • Federica Lerro (Lawyer, Partner Studio Legale Lerro & Associati, Ufficio Legale SIES) • Giuseppe Mariani (Legal and Consulting Services Director Euronovate SA) • Claudio Plebani (Legal Consultant, Partner Studio Legale Lerro & Associati, Ufficio Legale Agora) • Tommaso Sala (CEO Esedra s.r.l.) • Marisa Testa (CEO, QA/RA Consultant Thema s.r.l.)
16:30-19:00 - SESSION 6/B • WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT TO DO IN AESTHETIC SURGERY
Session debate in which the participants will discuss the boundaries between Aesthetic Medicine and Aesthetic Surgery

Chairs: Piero Berrino, Paolo Morselli, Ivano Iozzo

MEDIUM FACIAL LIFTING: WHY NOT - WHY YES
GLUTEoplasty: WHY NOT - WHY YES
BRACHIoplasty: WHY NOT - WHY YES
THIGHS LIFTING: WHY NOT - WHY YES
LIPOSUCTION: WHY NOT - WHY YES

Discussion and Comments at the end of each debate

16:50-17:50 - SESSION 13/E • TREATMENT OF THE TEMPORAL REGION

Chairs: Brian Kinney, Fabio Ingallina, Giovanni Brunelli

EYE, TEMPLES AND FOREHEAD. HOW TO INJECT ACCORDING TO RECENT ANATOMICAL EVIDENCE
THE TEMPORAL PIT. NO NEED FOR OBLITERATION - DIFFERENT PRODUCTS FOR DIFFERENT PLANES
TEMPORAL REGION: “THIS STRANGER”
VOLUMETRIC ENHANCEMENT OF THE TEMPLE: AN IMPORTANT COMPLETION IN FACE REJUVENATION
ELASTIC LIFTING OF THE EYEBROWS AND OF THE TEMPORO-OCULAR REGION

Discussion and Comments

17:00-18:10 - SESSION 11/I • FILLER SIDE EFFECTS. THE TRIAL SIMULATION

Chairs: Pier Giovanni Rocchi, Federica Lerro, Claudio Plebani

FILLER SIDE EFFECTS
THE MANAGEMENT OF ACCIDENTAL VASCULAR Complications FOLLOWING THE INJECTION OF A HYALURONIC ACID FILLER INTO THE LABIAL REGION. CASE-REPORT
USE OF HYALURONIDASE IN THE TREATMENT OF EYELID EDEMA
“LESS IS MORE” APPROACH AND PROPHYLAXIS OF FILLER SIDE EFFECTS IN LABIAL REGION

INTRODUCTION TO THE SIMULATED TRIAL
TRIAL SIMULATION

Discussion and Comments

17:50-19:00 - SESSION 14/E • PEELING AND TREATMENT OF DYSCROMIA

Chairs: Tatjana Pavicic, Fabio Marini, Matteo Tretti Clementoni, Alvaro Pacifici

FACE TO FACE: IN THIS COMPARISON, TWO PROFESSIONALS WILL SUPPORT THEIR THESIS WITH RESPECT TO A TOPIC “LASER TECHNOLOGIES OR CHEMICAL AGENTS?”
TREATMENT OF ACNE AND DISCROMIE IN VARIOUS ETHNIES WITH SOFT PEELING BASED ON MANDELIC ACID. CUTANEOUS CHANGES AT MICROSCOPIC LEVEL
MELASMA AND HYPERCROMIA: WHAT IS USEFUL AND WHAT IS HARMFUL
TRICKY HYPERPIGMENTATION: WHAT IS USEFUL AND WHAT IS HARMFUL
PICo LASER: DO WE REALLY NEED IT? ONLY MARKETING OR LEAP INTO THE FUTURE?

Discussion and Comments
**21st INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AESTHETIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY SIES - VALET**

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25**

**09:00-10:20 - SESSION 12/I • CORRECTION OF IMPERFECTIONS AND RESHAPING OF THE BODY PROFILE**

*ITALIA ROOM [OPEN]*

**Chairs:** Maria Gabriella Di Russo, Roberto Dell’Avanzato, Bruno Giacomo Carrari

**ENDOLIFT E ULTHERAPY ® FOR THE BEST NON SURGICAL LIFTING OF THE FACE AND THE NECK**

**A REVOLUTIONARY MINI-INVASIVE TREATMENT FOR CELLULITE BLEMISHES: 15 MONTHS OF EXPERIENCE**

**A PAINLESS APPROACH TO P.E.F.S. ELECTROPORATION, MEDICAL DEVICE AND HOME THERAPY**

**BODY REMODELING THROUGH USE COMBINED PROTOCOL: CRYOLIPOLYSIS AND 915NM LASER DIODE WITH LED FOR A SAFE RESULT**

**CARBOXYTHERAPY IN VASCULAR DISEASE OF THE LOWER LIMBS: AESTHETIC AND FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS**

**PHOTOEPIPLATION WITH A DIODE LASER: COMPARISON AT DIFFERENT TREATMENT INTERVALS**

**MOTORSPED: A FURTHER EVOLUTION OF THE DIODE LASER 810 FOR DEFINITIVE HAIR REMOVAL**

**MEDICAL EPIPLATION: INTEGRATED PROCESS WITH MORE WAVE LENGTHS**

**Discussion and Comments**

**10:20-11:10 - SESSION 13/I • TREATMENT OF DIFFICULT AREAS: ARMS AND HANDS**

*ITALIA ROOM [OPEN]*

**Chairs:** Massimo Renzi, Maria Cristina D’Aloiso

**THE HANDS: STATE OF THE ART**

**HAND VEIN TREATMENT, NEWS**

**HANDBOOK FOR HAND REJUVENATION WITH RHA DYNAMIC FILLER**

**A YEAR OF PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE LAXITY OF THE ARMS WITH SYNTHETIC CALCULUM HYDROXYLAPATITE**

**HDD TECHNIQUE. FINALLY AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT: A NEW APPROACH IN CUTANEOUS REJUVENATION**

**Discussion and Comments**

**11:00-11:10 - 6th FOLLADOR AWARD CEREMONY • SALA ITALIA**

**11:10-12:10 SESSION 14/I • PREVIEW OF THE SIES DAY 2018 ABOUT “NECK, NECKLINE AND ARMS”**

*ITALIA ROOM [OPEN]*

**Chairs:** Paola Molinari, Patrizia Piersini

**MICRO FOCUS ULTRASOUND AND INJECTABLE: HOW TO USE BETTER**

**REDERMALIZATION: HYALURONIC ACID AND SUCCINIC ACID FOR CUTANEOUS NECKLINE AGING AND HANDS**

**MULTIMODAL THERAPY FOR ADVANCED AGING OF THE NECK**

**SYNERGIC EFFECT OF PLASMA EXERESIS AND NON CROSSED-LINKED HYALURONIC ACID, IN STABILIZED HYBRID COMPLEX OF LOW AND HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT, TO IMPROVE NECK SKIN LAXITIES**

**IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN SMOOTHNESS AND TIGHTENING WITH CROSS-LINKED HYALURONIC ACID (HA) AFTER SINGLE OR DOUBLE TREATMENT BY MULTI-POINTS INTRADERMIC TECHNIQUE**

**AGING OF NECKLINE: TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE THE SKIN**

**JALURURONIC ACID NAHYCO, EXCELLENT SUPPORT IN TWO AREAS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE IN REJUVENATION THERAPIES NO LONGER YOUTHFUL FACES AND DECADENT NECK!**

**Discussion and Comments**

---

**CORSO GRATUITO POST-CONGRESSUALE**

**Bioengineering and facial biostimulation techniques: Analysis, treatment and results for better patient compliance**

**VENUE:** ITALIA Room  
**DATE:** Sunday, February 25  
**TIME:** 12:10 - 14:00  
**LANGUAGE:** Italian

**REGISTRATION FEES - for members of the congress: gratuit • for non members: € 150,00 iva compresa**

**Limited seats - Discriminatory decision for admission shall be the order of arrival of the subscriptions.**

---

**6th MEMORIAL ENRICO FOLLADOR**

Sunday, February 25 - Italia Room at 11:00am.

The 2 presentations voted by the participants will be awarded.

Maria Cristina D’Aloiso and Gabriele Ferruccio Muti, winners of the past edition
SIES PARTY

On the background of the marvelous cars of the Ferruccio Lamborghini Museum will take place the gala dinner of the SIES Congress - VALET Conference.

FRIDAY 23 - Lamborghini Museum, 9:00 pm

NEW 2018 PHOTO BOOTH the funny selfie

Supported by

eValet DOWNLOAD & YOU CAN

- have always the updated program
- have information about the rooms in real time
- make questions to the moderators during the presentations
- participate to the Televoting sessions
- Vote your favourites for the Follador Award